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Abstract 
With the development of automobile intelligence and network technology, automobile 
information security has become a hot issue in the automobile industry. Attacking 
through the ECU diagnostic service is the most common attack method. This article is 
based on the forward attack path to study, find the fault through fuzzing and locate the 
fault ID based on the binary algorithm. Provide a research foundation for automobile 
manufacturers to enhance protective measures. 
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1. Introduction 

The report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China put forward that China's 
economy has shifted from the stage of high-speed growth to the stage of high-quality development. 
The nine plans proposed in the 2018 government work report to further promote the supply side 
structural reform and accelerate the construction of an innovative country are carried out around the 
theme of high-quality development. The central economic work conference held from December 19 
to 21, 2018 also put promoting the high-quality development of manufacturing industry in the first 
place of key tasks. Industrial Internet is an important cornerstone of the fourth industrial revolution. 
It is the product of the deep integration of the new generation of network information technology and 
manufacturing industry. Through the comprehensive interconnection of people, machines and things, 
and the comprehensive link of all factors, all industrial chain and all value chain, it can promote the 
formation of a new industrial production, manufacturing and service system. Accelerating the 
innovation and development of industrial Internet is an important breakthrough to promote the high-
quality development of manufacturing industry. 

Industrial Internet is an important support of the new industrial revolution, and digital transformation 
is an important foundation of industrial Internet. "Made in China 2025" proposes to accelerate the 
transformation from a large manufacturing country to a powerful manufacturing country, pushing the 
manufacturing industry and informatization to an unprecedented height. In March 2018, the State 
Council issued the 2018 government work report, which proposed the "Internet plus" action, carrying 
out inclusive and prudential supervision, promoting the wide application of big data, cloud computing 
and Internet of things, promoting intelligent manufacturing, developing industrial Internet platform, 
and creating "China made 2025" demonstration area. From the national and local levels, it has become 
a preliminary consensus on the transformation of the strategy and application of the Internet, that is, 
from the top-level of the government to the top-level of the industry, and then to the top-level of the 
application of the Internet. At the same time, with the rapid development of the Internet, especially 
the mobile Internet, the cross domain comprehensive integration cooperation and the cross integration 
of big data information, that is, the deep integration of informatization and industrialization, more 
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and more enterprise network security has extended from the traditional IT system to the industrial 
system. The security vulnerabilities of the industrial control system itself, coupled with the extensive 
security threats brought by the Internet of things, So that the safety issue is regarded as another new 
management challenge for the future realization of made in China 2025. 

Intelligent and networked technology is the mainstream direction of automotive technology 
development, and will lead the development of the automotive industry. With the rapid development 
of automobile intelligent network technology, automobile information security has become a key 
issue concerned by enterprises and scientific research institutes. In 2015, car hackers sent instructions 
through the uconnect on-board system equipped with Cherokee to remotely control car braking, 
acceleration and other behaviors. In 2017, vulnerabilities were found in the telematics control unit of 
Ford, Nissan and other enterprises, which can remotely obtain sensitive user information. In 2019, 
Tesla, Mercedes Benz and other cars successively exposed loopholes in gateways, digital keys and 
other aspects. Hackers can remotely control cars and illegally enter cars through relevant loopholes. 
The probability of intelligent networked vehicles facing malicious attacks and threats is increasing, 
and the attack methods and approaches are diversified and difficult to predict. 

The ultimate purpose of vehicle local and remote attack chain is to influence the on-board electronic 
control unit (ECU) by sending diagnostic commands from the on-board gateway to different can 
buses, so as to realize the illegal control of intelligent vehicles. Therefore, the research on ECU 
diagnostic service scanning and the analysis of the forward process of hacker attack will help to build 
a more solid automobile information security defense system. 

2. UDS Protocol Analysis 

UDS (Unified diagnostic services) is the diagnostic session service specified in iso14299. The biggest 
difference from OBD (on board diagnostics), UDS is for all ECUs of the whole vehicle. It can be 
realized on CAN bus or Ethernet. UDS reserves some space, and the OEMs and parts manufacturers 
can select some or customize the privatized diagnostic services according to their needs. 

Diagnostic service is a way of information interaction between diagnostic equipment and diagnosed 
ECU. Usually, the upper computer sends a request and the diagnosed ECU responds. The diagnostic 
services defined in iso14229-1 are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Diagnostic services defined in iso1422-1 

Service 
Identifier 

Service type 
Service 

Identifier 
Service type 

00-0F OBD Services Request C3-C7 ISO14229Services Positive 
Response 

10-3E ISO14229Services Request C8-DF Services Positive Response 

40-4F OBD Services Response E0-E9 Services Positive Response 

50-7E ISO14229Services Positive 
Response 

FA-FE Services Positive Response 

7F Negative Response ID FF N/A 

83-87 ISO14229Services Request   

 

Data transmission related services, input and output control services, remote activation routine 
services, upload and download services, transmission and storage services, secure access and other 
services in automotive diagnosis services are vulnerable to information security attacks, so this paper 
focuses on research. 
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Table 2. Key diagnostic services of automobile information security 

Service 
Identifier 

Service type 
Service 

Identifier 
Service type 

0X10 OBD service request 0x87 ISO14229 service actively 
responds 

0X11 ISO14229 service request 0x2E Service positive response 

0X27 OBD service response 0x2F Service positive response 

0X28 ISO14229 service actively 
responds 

0x31 Service positive response 

0X85 Negative response indicator 0x34 N/A 

0X86 ISO14229 service request 0x36  

3. ECU Fuzzy Test 

3.1 Target Analysis 

Firstly, it is necessary to detect the ECU supporting diagnostic service in the can network and obtain 
the service address. Because the can network is based on the broadcast mechanism, and the gateway 
in the can network is only responsible for forwarding the message to a subnet, and the can identifier 
in the forwarding table of the gateway includes not only the diagnostic address of ECU, but also other 
can identifiers related to equipment control. The process of traversing the search is shown in Figure 
1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Traversal of diagnostic service ID 
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It can be seen from the above that in order to realize the topology discovery of can network, it is only 
necessary to construct the diagnosis request message of can identifier within the range of 0x700 ~ 
0x7ff, and judge whether there is an ECU with the can identifier as the diagnosis address in the whole 
network according to whether the diagnosis response is received. 

After detecting the address of UDS diagnostic service, it is necessary to further detect the UDS service 
supported by ECU. A UDS diagnostic service table is established to find the meaning of the service 
corresponding to the received response and output detailed diagnostic service information. If the 
service also supports sub functions, the sub function value is 0x01 by default. Next, the UDS 
diagnostic service request message needs to be constructed to support the services of sub functions, 
and the sub functions need to be considered in the construction process. After constructing the request 
message, send the request message to the can network, and list the UDS diagnostic services supported 
by the ECU according to the collected response message and the response. The specific response is 
as follows: 

1) No response: that is, the response message of the diagnosis request is not received. In this case, it 
is considered that the service is not detected, that is, the ECU does not support the service. 

2) Positive response: after receiving the positive response message corresponding to the diagnosis 
request, first detect whether the diagnosis request has sub functions. If there are sub functions, it is 
also necessary to detect whether the sub function value in the response message is consistent with the 
original request message. If these tests can pass, it is evaluated that the specified service is detected, 
that is, the ECU supports the service. 

3) Negative response: when a negative response is received, the service is directly evaluated as not 
detected. 

3.2 Fuzzy Test 

Data generator is the core of fuzzy test system, which generates the data needed for fuzzy test. This 
paper focuses on a_ The data field is fuzzy tested. For the services specified in iso14229-1, the data 
generation strategy is customized according to different services, such as boundary detection and 
parameter customization. For services that are not specified, i.e. customized services of main engine 
manufacturers and parts manufacturers, random length and fields are generated to detect whether 
there is abnormal behavior. 

After the production data model needs to be further mutated, this paper selects array mutator, blob 
mutator, data element mutator, digital mutator and string mutator as the data mutation strategy. 
Suppose the data is mutated, and there are n mutatable fields. Randomly select a field I in 1 ~ n, and 
randomly select a mutation strategy for field I. 

 

 
Figure 2. execution flow of data variation strategy 
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The abnormal diagnosis module is established to detect the abnormal response triggered by fuzzy test 
and record the abnormal behavior of ECU. 

4. Abnormal Behavior Location Strategy 

Conduct fuzzy test on ECU. After triggering abnormal behavior, ECU diagnosis ID cannot be located. 
According to the security risk level, this paper first traverses the information security critical 
diagnosis service ID shown in Table 2, injects the fault and records the ECU response information. 
If the abnormal behavior and the number of abnormalities are completely consistent with the fuzzy 
test results, the abnormal behavior is located correctly. 

If there is no abnormal behavior or the number of abnormal behaviors does not reach the fuzzy test 
result after traversing the information security critical diagnostic service ID. All diagnostic service 
IDS shown in Table 1 need to be scanned. 

The special diagnostic instrument can only diagnose specific models of vehicles, not all service IDs. 
This paper scans all service IDS based on the general scanning algorithm to ensure the correctness of 
the scanning results. In order to improve the scanning speed, the scanning is based on dichotomy 
algorithm. The abnormal behavior positioning strategy process is shown in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 3. abnormal behavior positioning strategy 

5. Verification and Analysis 

Select a certain vehicle type, first use the daotong ms906s diagnostic instrument to diagnose and test 
the vehicle. Because the daotong diagnostic instrument is a general-purpose diagnostic instrument 
and does not contain the diagnostic data of the vehicle type, select the diagnostic protocol of other 
vehicle types of the company to diagnose and verify it. The scanning results are as follows: 
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Figure 4. failure of the diagnostic instrument to analyze the vehicle 

 

 
Figure 5. service scanning error 

 

At the same time, the CAN bus message monitoring tool vehicle spy is used to monitor the 
communication data between the diagnostic instrument and the vehicle. It can be observed that the 
diagnostic instrument sends a broadcast message with ID of 7df to the vehicle, but only one ID returns 
the response message. The specific message is shown in Figure 6 below, that is, the diagnostic test of 
the vehicle type to be tested with daotong diagnostic instrument fails very much. 
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Figure 6. vehicle spy monitoring data 

 

With the help of hardware tools supporting socketcan, this research method is used to scan the 
diagnostic ID and diagnostic service of the vehicle to be tested, and three groups of request and 
response IDs are scanned, as shown in Figure 7: 

 

 
Figure 7. diagnostic ID scanning results 

 

Scan the scanned 7a0 (diagnostic request ID) and 7a8 (vehicle response ID). The research results can 
support the scanning of 255 services in 0x00 oxff, far exceeding the scanning and testing ability of 
30 different diagnostic services. The specific scanning results are shown in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8. service scanning results 

 

It can be seen from the above figure that the ECU with ID 7a0 uses 12 diagnostic services, including 
10 diagnostic session service, 11 ECU reset service, 14 fault code clearing service, 19 fault code 
reading service, 22 information reading service through identifier, 27 security access service, 28 
communication control service, 2e write service through identifier, 2f control input and output service 
through identifier, 31 routine control service, 3e handshake service and 85 fault code setting control 
service. 

6. Conclusion 

(1) Firstly, this paper analyzes the UDS protocol, analyzes all diagnostic service IDS, and selects the 
key service IDs of information security for key research. 

(2) The ECU fuzzy test method is designed, including UDS diagnosis ID detection and analysis, data 
generator, data variation strategy and so on. 

(3) Locate abnormal behaviors, including general ID scanning, information security key service ID 
scanning and ID scanning based on dichotomy algorithm. 

(4) Based on a new model. The results show that the success rate of ECU diagnostic scanning results 
is high, and the abnormal behavior is located accurately and quickly. 
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